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Chapter 691 

Just when Song Wanting, Chen Xiaozhao, and Shi Tianqi, were sighing over Wu Qi, Ye Chen's father-in-

law, Xiao Changkun, dressed in a suit, happily came out of his home and took a taxi to the Heavenly 

Fragrance Residence. 

      Because he was going to drink some wine in the evening, Xiao Changkun left his BMW at home 

and gave the car keys to Ye Chen, so that Ye Chen could drive to the Tianxiang Mansion to pick himself 

up when the time came. 

      Xiao Changkun didn't have any other hobbies these days, he just liked to study antiques and 

cultural relics as well as calligraphy and painting, that's why he joined the Painting and Calligraphy 

Association. 

      This time, the reason why he invited guests to dinner was also to be able to get the executive 

director's seat in the association. 

      In order to show his respect for the leaders of the association, he deliberately took the 20,000 

yuan that Ye Chen had transferred to him and booked a bronze box at the Tianxiang Mansion. 

      Although it was already the worst compartment in Tianxiangfu, it was much better than most 

outside hotels. 

      When Xiao Changkun arrived at the Heavenly Fragrance Mansion, Master Hong Fifth was on his 

way over. 

      The waiter did not know Xiao Changkun, so he led him directly to the bronze compartment he 

had reserved. 

      Seeing that the others hadn't arrived yet, Xiao Changkun wasn't in a hurry and simply sat in his 

seat, patiently waiting for everyone to arrive. 

      A few minutes later, the door of the compartment was pushed open and a middle-aged man, 

similar to his age, stepped in. 

      After seeing Xiao Changkun, this middle-aged man stepped forward and said with a smile, 

"Brother Xiao, you're really early, when did you arrive?" 

      Xiao Changkun hurriedly said, "Brother Xu, I've been here for a while, and I'm so honored and 

excited that the chairman and the executive directors have been able to reward you with this dinner 

party of my group today, so I rushed over early to respectfully await your presence." 

      The middle-aged man who came, named Xu Wenyuan, was an executive director of the Painting 

and Calligraphy Association. 

      His relationship with Xiao Changkun was usually quite good, both of them liked to toss around 

some antique calligraphy and paintings, so they often picked up pieces together on the Antique Street 

and had a not too shallow friendship. 



      When he heard that Xiao Changkun wanted to compete for the position of executive director, he 

was the first one to come out and support Xiao Changkun. 

      Moreover, Xiao Changkun invited the leaders of the association to a banquet today, and they 

agreed to come over to a large extent because of Xu Wenyuan's face. 

      When Xu Wenyuan saw that Xiao Changkun was so polite, he smiled and said, "Brother Xiao, you 

have a good heart!" 

      Xiao Changkun hurriedly made a gesture of invitation and said, "Old Brother Xu, please sit 

down!" 

      Xu Wenyuan wasn't in a hurry to sit down, and when he saw that the others hadn't arrived yet, 

he reminded them in a low voice, "Brother Xiao, I naturally have no problem with you coming to take 

this executive director's seat, but the others in the association, not necessarily!" 

      When Xiao Changkun heard this, he was a little worried, and asked, "Old Brother Xu, tell me 

more carefully." 

      Xu Wenyuan sighed and said, "The position of executive director has always been a fatty because 

we can often run into opportunities to pick up leaks, and it's more authoritative to speak out, so it's 

always been a fatty, our executive director goes out to an antique show, and usually gives an 

appearance fee of tens of thousands of dollars, so many people are keeping an eye on this position." 

      At this point, Xu Wenyuan said, "Let's take that person Sun Youcai, for example, in recent times, I 

heard that he has been sucking up to the chairman, as well as the other executive directors, and in 

private, he hasn't missed out on giving them gifts, and according to this current situation, he will be your 

biggest competitor!" 
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"Sun Youcai?"Xiao Changkun couldn't help but frown and say, "Is that the one who has a bit of money to 

burn that he doesn't know his last name?" 

      Xu Wenyuan nodded and said, "So, it's not enough for just me to support you, when the others 

come later, you must try to get the support of the other executive directors and even the president, so 

that you can defeat Sun Youcai in the internal vote and become the new executive director, got it?" 

      Xiao Changkun hurriedly nodded his head and said heartily, "Old Brother Xu, your words have 

really enlightened me, thank you so much!" 

      Xu Wenyuan smiled slightly and said, "Why are you still polite to me!" 

      Saying that, he looked at the time and said, "The chairman and the others will be arriving soon, 

let's wait at the door of the box to appear more sincere." 

      Xiao Changkun nodded repeatedly and did not dare to sit in his seat anymore, and together with 

Xu Wenyuan, he walked to the entrance of the box and stood there, waiting for the leaders of the 

Painting and Calligraphy Association as well as the directors to appear. 



      A moment later, the others from the Painting and Calligraphy Association arrived one after 

another. 

      A hale and hearty old man was surrounded by people and arrived at the entrance of the box as if 

he was surrounded by the stars. 

      As soon as Xu Wenyuan saw this old man, he immediately stepped forward and said with a smile, 

"Chairman!" 

      Xiao Changkun also hurriedly followed suit and said respectfully, "President Pei, you're here!" 

      President Pei nodded slightly and said with a grumble, "Chang Kun, look at you, why did you 

make such a big scene?Didn't I tell you, our party is all about simplicity, you can just book an ordinary 

lobby location in any hotel, why do you need to wastefully book a private room at the Tian Xiangfu?" 

      Although he said so on his lips and even blamed Xiao Changkun a little for making it a little too 

grand, but that was only superficially polite, but that was not what he was thinking. 

      If Xiao Changkun really put the place to invite guests for dinner in the lobby of another 

restaurant, he would definitely turn around and leave, and would never have any dealings with him in 

the future. 

      Xiao Changkun hurriedly said, "All of you here today are leaders, how can I dare to be lazy when a 

leader is here!" 

      Saying that, he laughed and said, "Since everyone is here, let's quickly take our seats." 

      Chairman Pei also nodded and said, "Fine, fine, let's all sit down!" 

      At this time, a middle-aged man who was following behind President Pei suddenly snorted and 

said, "Xiao Changkun, you are treating guests to dinner at the Heavenly Fragrance House and only 

booking a bronze box of the worst grade, isn't it too disrespectful to the President and the other 

executive directors?" 

      When Xiao Changkun saw the other party, his face turned ugly and said, "Sun Youcai, I invited 

everyone to dinner, but I didn't send you an invitation, so why are you licking your face and following 

me here?Besides, what does it matter to you what box I book, is it your turn to talk about it here?" 

      The person in front of him was his biggest competitor for the executive director position, Sun 

Youcai. 

      Sun Youcai said in a despicable manner, "That can't be said, what is the status of our President 

Pei, and what is the status of these executive directors?" 

      Saying that, Sun Youcai snorted and said, "What exactly is the purpose of you inviting everyone 

to dinner today, we all know it by heart, isn't it just for that executive director's position?But do you 

think you can get the Chairman and the others to support you by booking the second-best bronze 

box?This is too insincere, this is clearly fooling everyone like they're unseen bumpkins!" 



      After saying that, he looked at the crowd and said with a smile on his face, "A mere bronze box is 

really not worthy of your status!To show my respect for the president and the executive directors, I've 

booked a gold box upstairs, so why don't we just move over to my place?" 
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Hearing that Sun Youcai had actually booked a golden box upstairs, the crowd was amazed! 

      One had to know that in the entire Jinling, the Heavenly Fragrance Mansion was one of the top 

hotels in Jinling. 

      Even some of the somewhat prominent figures in the upper echelons of Jinling society, who had 

to rely on their connections and spend heavy sums of money, would hardly be able to book a golden 

compartment. 

      Among those present, even Chairman Pei, who had the highest status, had never had the 

opportunity to enter a golden box for a meal, or even seen how luxurious it actually was. 

      Now, Sun Youcai was hosting a banquet in the golden compartment for all those present, giving 

them the chance to go in and see what it was like! 

      In comparison, Xiao Changkun's little bronze box was a complete piece of trash that couldn't 

make it to the stage. 

      At the thought of this, the hearts of the crowd were somewhat vaguely disappointed in Xiao 

Changkun. 

      When they looked at Sun Youcai, however, they carried an unspoken appreciation. 

      President Pei was somewhat impressed, but after all, he had first agreed to come to Xiao 

Changkun's dinner party, so he was not in a position to make a direct decision, so he deliberately asked 

everyone's opinion and said, "What do you mean by such a generous invitation from Youcai?" 

      Someone couldn't help but say, "Chairman, I haven't been to the Gold Box yet, so I'm taking this 

opportunity to take a long look at it!" 

      "Yes Chairman!It's good to go in and take a few pictures and send a friend!" 

      President Pei saw that everyone seemed to want to go to the Gold Box, so he smiled and said, 

"Since that's what everyone wants, let's go over and take a look?" 

      "Okay, okay!"The crowd echoed. 

      Sun Youcai was delighted and said with a smile on his face, "Everyone, please go upstairs." 

      Xiao Changkun, who was on the side, was depressed! 

      He's the one who invited the guests to dinner today. Who would have thought that Sun Youcai 

would appear halfway through the night? 

      This guy got a prime box, came over and said a few words, and cut off this dinner party he'd 

carefully prepared! 



      Booking this meal spent 20,000 yuan is not to say, the key is that this money spent, not only did 

not play any role, but because of the appearance of Sun Youcai, instead, let himself be underestimated 

by the crowd ...... 

      This made Xiao Changkun extremely annoyed in his heart, but this time he could really move a 

stone and smash his own feet. 

      Just as the crowd was about to move upstairs, Sun Youcai looked at Xiao Changkun with a smug 

look on his face and ridiculed him, saying, "Xiao Changkun, you old hanger-on, you must not have seen 

how luxurious the inside of the golden box is, right? 

      Upon hearing this, Xiao Changkun's heart was even more humiliated! 

      He took off in anger and retorted, "Sun Youcai, who are you calling an old hangman?Do you think 

I'm really an ignoramus?I'll tell you, I've seen all ten floors of the Splendid Clubhouse, a mere golden box 

of the Heavenly Fragrance House, how can you say that from your damn mouth, as if it's even more 

awesome than the Jade Emperor's Heavenly Palace!" 

      Sun Youcai laughed and said, "Aigoo I say Xiao Changkun, you're really laughing me to death, 

you're a poor virtue, but you've even been to the brilliant club?And you've been on the ten floors that 

are only available to VIP members?You're not going to be cleaning up after someone, are you?" 

      Hearing Sun Youcai's mockery, the crowd couldn't help but laugh out loud. 

      Everyone's opinion was similar to Sun Youcai's, the Heavenly Fragrance House's Bronze Box, 

ordinary people could still book one if they bit their teeth, but the Splendid Club, that was only for 

members. 

      To become a member, there were high requirements in itself, and if one's qualifications, ability, 

and financial resources were not up to standard, there was no chance of spending money even if one 

wanted to go in. 
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Therefore, among those present today, there wasn't even a single person who had been to the fifth 

floor of the Splendid Clubhouse. 

      Even Sun Youcai himself had only gotten a member of the lowest level of the Splendid 

Clubhouse. 

      As soon as Xiao Changkun said that he had been on the tenth floor, everyone naturally didn't 

believe anyone. 

      Xiao Changkun did not think that when he told the truth, these people would instead all think 

that he was bragging, so he said somewhat indignantly, "That time it was my son-in-law who arranged 

for me and some of my old classmates to go up there, you guys don't believe in pulling it down!" 

      Sun Youcai laughed, "I know that son-in-law of yours, isn't he the number one door-to-door son-

in-law in Jinling?I heard it's just a stinky hangman who eats soft food, he's not as good as you, how did 

he take you to the Splendid Club?" 



      Xiao Changkun snorted coldly, "Love to believe it or not." 

      Sun Youcai smiled and said, "If you are really capable of doing so, why don't you invite the 

chairman and the others to the Splendid Club for recreation and entertainment?Why do you have to 

book a substandard bronze box at the Heavenly Fragrance House?" 

      After that, he said with a sudden realization, "Oh, I see, you're not taking the chairman and the 

other executive directors seriously!Do you think that their status is worthy of sitting in the bronze 

box?Not worthy of the Splendid Club at all?" 

      The first time I saw it, I was so scared that I couldn't think of anything to say. 

      This Sun Youcai is too bad, but also very smart, at one moment it seems like he is wearing a high 

hat, at another moment, he will be unable to get off the stage. 

      So, no matter how angry Xiao Changkun was, he couldn't find a single reason to refute Sun 

Youcai. 

      Thus, he could only say with anger, "I don't mean to ......" 

      When Sun Youcai saw that he was so weak in combat, he couldn't help but wave his hand and 

said, "Forget it, I'm not bothering to talk nonsense with you, an old hanger-on, with your ability to do 

this, you're also worthy of being an executive director?Wouldn't it be a laughing stock in the future if 

you were to be the one to do it?" 

      After saying that, he turned to Chairman Pei and the others and immediately put on a warm 

smile and said, "Chairman, let's go." 

      Sun Youcai booked the golden box for everyone, gaining the goodwill of many people present, 

and even a few executive directors who were originally neutral sent him a good-natured smile. 

      When Xiao Changkun saw such a scene, he was so angry that he stomped his feet, but there was 

nothing he could do about it. 

      Xu Wenyuan, who was beside him, instead held him back and attached himself to his ear and 

whispered, "Brother Xiao, there is no need for you to be discouraged, this current situation is nothing 

more than a battle of wills!" 

      He said, and then came over and whispered, "In my opinion, you can't gamble and not go, 

instead you have to follow to the golden box, perform well in front of the chairman and the others, and 

make a final bid, if you give up now, then I'm afraid the executive director position will really fall into 

Sun Youcai's hands." 

      Xiao Changkun suddenly woke up in a dream! 

      Right. 

      On the part of treating guests, although he lost to this Sun Youcai, it didn't mean that the other 

party would be the winner in the end. 

      If I really left in a rage today, that would be a real loss and a total loss! 



      He then thanked Xu Wenyuan and said, "Brother Xu, thank you for reminding me, I'd like to go 

and see what else this Sun Youcai can do!" 

      Saying that, he said to Sun Youcai, "Since you're so sincere, I'll go with you to the Gold Box to see 

what you're like." 

      Sun Youcai snorted in disdain and said, "Just say you're an old hanger-on, and you still won't 

admit it!If you really miss this chance to meet the world with me, I'll see you go home tonight and wake 

up crying several times in the middle of the night!" 
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Xiao Changkun was ridiculed by Sun Youcai in such a way, and naturally, his face couldn't hang on. 

      However, he kept in mind Xu Wenyuan's reminder that the priority was to fight for the executive 

director's position, not to get angry with Sun Youcai's pique. 

      So, he held back his anger without speaking, and followed Sun Youcai with everyone else, all the 

way upstairs to a golden box. 

      As soon as they entered the door, everyone was amazed and impressed by the luxurious 

decoration of the golden box. 

      An executive director opened his mouth at this time, exclaiming, "Today, we've all been blessed 

by Youcai, and this is how we were able to see the luxury of the Heavenly Fragrance Mansion's golden 

compartment!" 

      Someone chimed in with, "Yeah!Not long ago, a friend of mine, who is worth tens of millions of 

dollars, wanted to book this box, and after going through many doors, he couldn't book it, so he could 

only regretfully choose the next highest grade of silver box." 

      Upon hearing this, the crowd was even more curious, and some couldn't help but ask Sun Youcai, 

"Youcai, how did you book the gold box, did someone help you or did you?" 

      Sun Youcai said with a proud face, "I, Sun Youcai, want to book a golden box, where else do I 

need the help of others, to be frank, this is a matter of my word!" 

      After saying that, he only then explained to the crowd, "To tell you all the truth, I'm a regular 

customer of the Heavenly Fragrance House, I often eat here, and I'm also a friend of Master Hongwu, so 

the boxes below the diamond level will be open for me anytime I want!" 

      The crowd in the room listened and marveled! 

      Chairman Pei couldn't believe it and said, "Youcai, you're friends with the underground Emperor 

Hongwu of our Jinling?" 

      "Of course!" 

      Sun Youcai said proudly, "If I don't know him well, how could I have the face to book a golden 

box so easily?" 



      Although Sun Youcai's words said so, in reality, he knew Master Hong Fifth, but Master Hong 

Fifth did not know him. 

      The reason why he was able to book this golden box was not because of Master Hongwu at all, 

but because he spent a large sum of money far exceeding the original price of the golden box to transfer 

it from someone else. 

      The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

      The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its 

customers, and to help them make the most of their opportunities. 

      At this moment, Sun Youcai was so proud of the praise he received from the crowd that he 

looked at Xiao Changkun and said sarcastically, "Xiao Changkun, can't you see that the chairman and the 

council members have all taken their seats?Why are you so blind to the price of your eyes, and why 

don't you serve us tea?" 

      Xiao Changkun's face was ugly and he spoke out, "Sun Youcai, what do you mean?" 

      Sun Youcai scowled, "What can I mean?Don't you see that among these people here, which one 

of them is not of higher status than you?You're an old hanger-on, and you don't serve us tea, do you 

want us to serve you?" 

      Xiao Changkun's face was even uglier as he said in an angry voice; "You said that my status is 

inferior to that of the chairman and other executive directors, I admit this, but what kind of status are 

you, don't you have a count in your own mind?We're all ordinary members of the association, so why 

are you pretending to be here?And you want me to serve you tea, in your dreams!" 

      Xu Wenyuan, who was beside him, also said somewhat unhappily, "Sun Youcai, isn't it a bit too 

much for you to talk like that?" 

      Sun Youcai laughed and said, "What's wrong with me being excessive?Who let Xiao Changkun, 

this old hangman is too rubbish, if he could book a golden box, I could serve him in turn, the problem is 

that he doesn't have the stamina!" 

      After saying that, he looked at Xiao Changkun coldly again and said, "Do you think I let you come 

to the Golden Box to scrounge for food and drinks?To tell you the truth, for someone like you, having 

you serve tea is already a great honor, so don't be shameless!" 
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Xiao Changkun was gnashing his teeth in anger. 

      If I had known that Sun Youcai was so vicious and would bite himself like a dog, I would not have 

said anything to come up and make fun of this. 

      ...... 

      Just when Xiao Changkun was dumbfounded and speechless, he was left speechless. 

      Hong Fifth's car had just stopped at the entrance of Tianxiangfu. 



      The first thing he did after getting out of the car was to hurriedly ask the hotel manager who 

opened the door for him, "Did a Xiao Changkun book our box today?" 

      "Yes, at the Bronze Three."The hotel manager kept careful records of the hotel's guests every 

day, so naturally he knew every single guest who had reserved a box today. 

      Hong Fifth nodded and hurriedly said, "Let's go, come with me to the Bronze No. 3 

compartment!" 

      When he went to the banquet at the Song family, Master Ye had told himself that his father-in-

law was coming to his restaurant and asked him to take care of it. 

      How could he let the other party condescend to sit in the tiny bronze box?We've got to get them 

to the Diamond Box! 

      Master Hong Fifth hurriedly arrived at the door of the Bronze No. 3 compartment and found that 

the door was even open, but the compartment was empty. 

      He was stunned and questioned the waitress of the compartment, "I ask you, where is Mr. Xiao 

who reserved this compartment?!" 

      The waitress hurriedly said, "Fifth Master, Mr. Xiao Changkun was still there before, but he was 

just invited upstairs by other guests to the Gold Box, which is in Gold Box 2." 

      Fifth Master Hong immediately said to the hotel manager, "Go, follow me over!" 

      ...... 

      At this time inside the golden box, Sun Youcai looked coldly at Xiao Changkun and was still 

speaking out to ridicule him, "Xiao Changkun, at that level of yours, I don't think you're even qualified to 

join the Painting and Calligraphy Association, so how can you still have the nerve to compete for 

executive director?" 

      Xiao Changkun said coldly, "Are you saying I'm not level?I think you're the one who's level-less, 

even if I'm not level-less, I picked up a leak in the Antique Street and bought it for a few thousand and 

sold it for hundreds of thousands, are you okay with that?" 

      Sun Youcai despised, "You can just blow it, the mouth is long on your face anyway, you can blow 

it however you want, you can also say you picked up a few thousand dollars and ended up selling it for 

tens of millions of dollars, the question is who believes it?" 

      Xiao Changkun snorted and said, "If you don't believe me, go to the Antique Street and ask Zhang 

Ermo, he's the one who collected the leaks I picked up!" 

      "Zhang Ermo?"Sun Youcai frowned and blurted out, "Zhang Ermo is a famous and treacherous 

businessman in the Antique Street, the entire Antique Street is his most shady business, he can spend 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to buy your stuff?I don't believe it!" 

      Xiao Changkun despised and said, "If you don't believe me, you can ask him tomorrow." 



      "Believe the hell out of you."Sun Youcai left his mouth open and said, "Not bothering to talk 

nonsense with you old cranks, not even looking at what kind of status you are, do you deserve to eat 

with us?If you can't do that, you're out of here.Don't get in the way here!" 

      Xiao Changkun was shaking with anger and was about to speak when a voice suddenly sounded 

behind him, "What are you that you dare to speak to Mr. Xiao like that?Tired of living?" 
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When everyone heard the voice, they looked out the door and saw Fifth Master Hong leading the hotel 

manager and stepping into the private room. 

      Sun Youcai naturally knew Master Hong Fifth, and as soon as he saw that it was Master Hong 

Fifth coming, he hurried forward and said respectfully, "Master Fifth, why have you personally come 

over ......" 

      Who unexpectedly, Fifth Master Hong glanced at him coldly and said, "The person who just called 

Mr. Xiao an old hangman, wasn't it you?" 

      Sun Youcai was stunned, what do you mean?Master Hong knows Xiao Chang-kun? 

      As soon as he thought of this, he hurriedly explained, "Fifth Master, this is probably a bit of a 

misunderstanding, Chang Kun and I are both members of the Painting and Calligraphy Association, and 

we are usually on very good terms, so we occasionally ridicule each other, it can't be true!" 

      Master Hong Fifth frowned and saw Xiao Changkun, and hurriedly said respectfully, "Mr. Xiao, I 

didn't expect you to be present at the Tianxiang Mansion today, and I'm sorry for the poor greeting." 

      The crowd was all amazed at such a scene! 

      Sun Youcai, in particular, was now in a cold sweat, not believing his eyes at all! 

      The famous underground emperor Hong Fifth, who has shocked the entire Jinling, is so respectful 

to Xiao Changkun, an old hag? 

      That's fucking ridiculous! 

      It wasn't just Chairman Pei and the others who were surprised at this time. 

      Xiao Changkun was also shocked and couldn't help but ask, "You know me?" 

      With a face full of humility, Master Hong Fifth explained, "Last time at the Splendid Club, when 

Master Ye instructed me to dispose of Pan Yuanming and his son-in-law, I was fortunate enough to meet 

you." 

      Xiao Changkun asked again, "The Master Ye you are talking about, is it my son-in-law, Ye Chen?" 

      Master Hong Fifth said squarely, "Yes, it is Master Ye Chen Ye!" 

      Xiao Changkun was suddenly enlightened! 



      He just figured out, with the high and mighty status of Master Hong Fifth, how could he 

condescend to be so respectful to himself, a common man with no money or influence, and collectively 

it was all because of his son-in-law Ye Chen. 

      It seems that the son-in-law is a big blunderer and has the benefit of being a big blunderer, at 

least until he doesn't thunderstorm, he can follow the lightning. 

      Master Hong Fifth then pointed at Sun Youcai and asked Xiao Changkun, "Mr. Xiao, I just heard 

this man insult you, do you want me to help you teach him a lesson?" 

      Sun Youcai was pale with fright and hurriedly said, "Chang Kun, Brother Kun, we're members of 

the same association, we're all brothers, you have to say something for me!" 

      "What do I say for you, yo!"Xiao Changkun said with an emotion on his face, "You yourself have 

said that I'm just an old hanger-on, only worthy of serving you tea, that's worthy of speaking for you?" 

      Sun Youcai burst into tears and said, "Aigoo my good brother, don't you dare to treat me like 

that, I was just messing around with you!" 

      Xiao Changkun chuckled, "Don't, this old hanger-on of mine wouldn't dare to be your good 

brother, it's better for us to draw a clear line at this point!" 

      Sun Youcai knew that Xiao Changkun was still holding a grudge against him, and regretted it in his 

heart, had he known that Hong Fifth was so respectful to him, he wouldn't have dared to pretend with 

him to death! 

      Master Hong Fifth looked at Sun Youcai and said in a cold voice, "You dare to disrespect Mr. Xiao 

in my territory, don't you know how to write the word death?" 

      Sun Youcai's face was incomparably pale, and his cowardly lips were trembling even as he was 

unable to speak. 
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Hong Fifth pointed at Sun Youcai and snapped at the men behind him, "Someone, pull this guy out and 

give him a good beating, especially with that damn mouth, and smack him to death." 

      When Sun Youcai heard this, he was instantly frightened out of his wits and immediately knelt in 

front of Hong Wu, crying out, "Fifth Master, I'm sorry, I didn't know that Xiao Changkun was your guest 

ah!It's my fault, I make amends to you, you forgive me and spare me this time!" 

      He had truly never thought that Xiao Changkun's son-in-law would be so awesome that even the 

Underground King of Jinling had become Xiao Changkun's licking dog! 

      Just as he tried to beg for mercy again, a few of Master Hong Fifth's bodyguards took a step 

forward and smacked him down with a slap! 

      Sun Youcai was instantly smacked dizzy, then he was punched and kicked by a few strong 

bodyguards in front of him, and his entire body looked miserable. 



      Master Hong Fifth looked at Sun Youcai with cold eyes and said, "I ask you, why are you targeting 

Mr. Xiao in every way?" 

      Sun Youcai, his mouth full of blood, cried, "I'm sorry, Fifth Master, I'm just competing with Xiao 

Changkun for the executive director of the Painting and Calligraphy Association, that's why my mouth is 

full ......Please spare me ......" 

      Fifth Master Hong ignored him, but looked at the crowd in the private room and asked, "Which 

one of you is the head of the Painting and Calligraphy Association?" 

      Chairman Pei hurriedly said, "Master Hong Fifth, I am the Chairman of the Painting and 

Calligraphy Association." 

      Master Hong Fifth nodded, pointed at Sun Youcai and said in a cold voice, "I ask you, how can 

such a trash like this be in your Painting and Calligraphy Association, and how can you be the 

president?Can you still do it, if you can't do it, hurry up and give me your seat!" 

      Chairman Pei shuddered with fright and, with a strong desire to survive, subconsciously said out 

of his mouth, "I will resign tomorrow!When the time comes, we will definitely elect Xiao Changkun to 

take over as the president of the Painting and Calligraphy Association ......" 

      Upon hearing this, Xiao Changkun hurriedly waved his hand and said, "Make no mistake ah 

President Pei, I am not at the level of being a president, I am already satisfied to be an executive director 

......" 

      Chairman Pei hurriedly said, "Since Master Hongwu thinks you can, then you must be able to!" 

      Xiao Changkun even waved his hand and said, "My attainments aren't in place yet, I can't afford 

to be in this position ah ......" 

      Master Hong Fifth looked at Chairman Pei at this time and spoke, "Since you are the Chairman, 

let me make a suggestion to you." 

      After a pause, Hong Fifth pointed at Sun Youcai again, "First of all, remove this product for me 

permanently." 

      Chairman Pei took off, "Sure, sure!I'll remove him completely tomorrow!" 

      Master Hongwu gave a hmmm and pointed at Xiao Changkun, saying, "Mr. Xiao's attainments in 

antique calligraphy and painting are extremely high, since he is modest and unwilling to be the 

chairman, you should give him that executive director's position, do you understand?" 

      Chairman Pei hurriedly assured, "Yes yes yes!I will do as you, Fifth Master, commanded!" 

      With that, he turned pale and said to Sun Youcai, "Sun Youcai, I declare that from this moment 

onwards, you are removed from the Jinling Painting and Calligraphy Association!And you may not join 

for life!" 

      Sun Youcai's heart was in despair! 



      To be honest, he himself did not have much connoisseurship ability, and the reason why he was 

able to blend into the Jinling Local Painting and Calligraphy Association was because he was fortunate 

enough to get this spot by throwing some money at it. 

      Usually, he relied on the name of a member of the Painting and Calligraphy Association to go 

around and cheat, thinking that being an executive director would make it easier for him to cheat 

money, but he didn't expect that because he offended Xiao Changkun, he would be permanently 

removed from the list! 

      However, he didn't dare to show any dissatisfaction, after all, Master Hong Fifth's pressure was 

here, and he couldn't afford it no matter what. 

      Just when he had already resigned himself to his fate, Master Hong Fifth looked at him and said 

in a cold voice, "Don't you feel that you are very dignified?I'll arrange a place for you to go that best 

accentuates your status!" 

      He said, "Take him away, find the dirtiest pig farm, let him live with the dirtiest old sow for a 

week, this week, he eats, drinks, sleeps, all stay with the old sow, what the pig eats he eats, where the 

pig sleeps he sleeps, I want him to feel what is called super VIP treatment!" 
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Sun Youcai's face turned pale, instantly scared to death and even more desperate inside! 

      Letting yourself live and sleep with an old sow and feeding yourself on pig food? 

      How fucking disgusting is that? 

      Let's not talk about how filthy the environment in the pigpen is, let's just say that the smell of the 

old sow is foul and stinky, if I were to sleep with it, I'd be disgusted to think about it! 

      Besides, the pigs are fed with leftover food, because the air is not circulated, the temperature is 

stifling hot, it will be rancid in a few hours, how can they survive this years of maintenance down the 

body? 

      Besides, I have to live with the old sow for a week, and I'm afraid I'll be the first to hiccup in less 

than a week! 

      As soon as he thought of this, he hurriedly begged Master Hong Fifth and said, "Master Fifth, 

please have mercy, spare me, I don't want to sleep with the old sow, that place is too dirty, I can't stand 

it ......" 

      Fifth Master Hong sneered and said, "Can't stand it, can you?OK, double the time, two weeks!" 

      Sun Youcai bawled his eyes out. 

      Master Hong Fifth warned, "Crying?Just add another week if you cry!" 

      Xiao Changkun felt that Sun Youcai had already been beaten beyond recognition, so there was no 

need to get him to live with the old sow for three weeks, so he said, "Why don't we not go to the pig 

farm, that place is really quite dirty." 



      Master Hong Wu nodded and said, "Pig farms are really quite dirty, and they also stink, so I never 

do pig farms." 

      Saying that, he suddenly remembered something and said excitedly, "Right, I have a dog farm in 

the suburbs, it's full of expensive fighting dogs, so I can then just chop him up and feed him to the dogs, 

it's hassle and effort saving, and it's also clean and hygienic, he'll definitely like it!" 

      Upon hearing this, Sun Youcai was directly scared to piss his pants all over. 

      If they could live, who would want to die! 

      It's better to live than to die. It's just sleeping and eating with an old sow, right? 

      I admit it! 

      So, with a strong desire to live, he immediately begged, "Fifth Master, it's better to send me to 

live with the old sow!" 

      Only then did Master Hong Fifth nodded in satisfaction and spoke up, "Take him down, and 

remember, you must find the dirtiest pig farm!" 

      Then, a few strong men dragged the bruised and swollen Sun Youcai away, leaving behind a table 

of brawny and incomparable guests. 

      When Chairman Pei and the others saw such a scene, their faces twitched and they said to 

themselves that Sun Youcai wasn't just a miserable man. 

      If he had treated Xiao Changkun a little better, how could he have ended up in such a situation? 

      The first time I saw you, I was in the middle of a three-week customized luxury tour of the 

pigsties, and the fifth man, Mr. Hong, respectfully said to Xiao Changkun, "Mr. Xiao, the floor was pissed 

on by that guy just now, so as not to interfere with your mood and that of others, but please move to 

the diamond box at Tianxiangfu for dinner.All the expenses today will be borne by the Heavenly 

Fragrance House itself." 

      The words, Chairman Pei and the others were horrified! 

      What?Did you hear me right? 

      The Underground King of Jinling is not even respectful to Xiao Changkun, but now, in order to 

curry favor with him, he's opening the highest standard diamond box of the Heavenly Fragrance House 

to him? 

      In the entire Jinling, there were only a handful of people who were qualified to book a diamond 

box at the Tianxiang Mansion. 

      But now, Master Hong Fifth is rushing to flatter Xiao Changkun, and without waiting for him to 

ask for it, he directly stated that he would open up the diamond box for him to use?And it's free to use! 

      If this gets out, who'll believe it? 
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Xiao Changkun was also a bit startled and said hesitantly, "This ......This isn't quite right, is it?" 

      Master Hong Fifth said with a solemn face, "Mr. Xiao, you are Master Ye's father-in-law, so of 

course it would be most appropriate to dine at the Diamond Box!" 

      Xiao Changkun was flattered to hear him say, "Master Hong Fifth, you're too kind." 

      Only then did Chairman Pei and the others realize that Xiao Changkun turned out to be an 

oxymoron as well! 

      If you get on good terms with him, you'll save a lot of trouble. 

      Subsequently, Master Hong Fifth personally invited and led the crowd to the Diamond Box. 

      Chairman Pei and the others all followed behind Xiao Changkun in turn, their faces respectful, 

not daring to make any pretensions. 

      Xiao Changkun saw all of this in his eyes and was simply delighted to have his mouth closed. 

      Obviously, he was the one who had rushed up to ask these people to eat, but now, each and 

every one of these people was in awe of him! 

      At this moment, Xiao Changkun felt that Ye Chen's son-in-law was really giving himself face! 

      ...... 

      Just as Xiao Changkun was making his way to the luxury diamond box at the invitation of Master 

Hongwu, Liu Guang and his son, along with five Wu family bodyguards led by Zhang Zizhou, arrived at 

the entrance of the Tianxiang Mansion. 

      Liu Guang's face was filled with icy killing intent. 

      All this time, his son Liu Ming had been living a life worse than death with the two big words of 

poor hanging on his forehead. 

      Before today, he didn't dare to avenge his son because he couldn't afford to provoke the two 

culprits, Ye Chen and Master Hong Fifth. 

      Even, his son had to be humiliated immensely, coming to the Heavenly Fragrance House every 

week to find Master Hong Fifth to dock and have him check the engraving on his forehead. 

      This was a great shame for him and his son! 

      But tonight, he's going to make Master Hung Five pay in blood! 

      And the reason why he brought his son over this time was precisely because tonight happened to 

be the day that his son came over for a point of order this week, and he was going to let his son use the 

point of order to go in and find out what was going on with Master Hong Fifth and the Heavenly 

Fragrance House. 

      For example, which location Hung Fifth himself was in and how many bodyguards he had. 



      If he rushed in without finding out, it was likely that Master Hong Fifth would take the 

opportunity to escape. 

      So, he said to Liu Ming, who was standing next to him, "Son, later on, you go in first to dawn on 

Hong Fifth, what it was like before and what it is still like today!But you have to be more attentive, find 

out exactly where Master Hong Fifth is, how many of his men he has in the Tianxiang Mansion now, find 

out exactly what he's up to, and then come back and report back to me, got it?" 

      Liu Ming gritted his teeth and nodded, saying hatefully, "I know dad!Don't worry, I'll figure it 

out!" 

      Liu Guang patted him on the shoulder in relief and said seriously, "Good son, tonight dad will 

avenge you!Let Hongwu pay you with his life!" 

      Liu Ming hurriedly pursued, "Dad, apart from Hongwu, the one who humiliated me was that Ye 

Chen!He has to die too!" 

      "Don't you worry!"Liu Guang said seriously, "Kill Master Hong Fifth tonight and I'll be the new 

underground emperor of Jinling, and then we'll cooperate with the Wu family to directly kill that Ye 

Chen!On the Yellow Spring Road, let him be a companion to Hongwu!" 

      Liu Ming was incomparably agitated, and his tears came to his eyes as he recalled the humiliation 

he had suffered at first and during this time. 

      Whirling, he touched the scar on his forehead carved by Hong Fifth with his hand and cried, 

"Dad!Can I get rid of the words on this forehead?" 

      Liu Guang's voice was dark and vicious as he said, "Don't worry good son, after killing these two 

damned guys, dad will take you to Korea for the best plastic surgery and will definitely help you get rid 

of all the scars!" 

 


